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Introduction

Model of partial periodic spatial patterns

• Partial periodic pattern mining is an important data 
mining model with many real-world applications.

• A partial periodic pattern represents a set of items that 
repeats itself at regular intervals in the data. It is thus useful in 
characterizing the cyclic behavior

• The current partial periodic pattern models are not ideal for 
some applications because they disregard the crucial 
information about the spatial (or geometric) characteristics of 
an item.

• With this motivation, this paper proposes a more flexible 
model of partial periodic spatial pattern that exists in a 
spatiotemporal database.

• Three constraints, maximum inter-arrival time (maxIAT), 
minimum period-support (minPS) and maximum distance 
(maxDist), have been employed to determine the 
interestingness of a pattern in a spatiotemporal database.

Proposed ST-ECLAT algorithm
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• Let I = {i1, i2, ··· , in}, n ≥ 1, be a set of spatial items. Let Pij denote 
a set of coordinates for an item ij∈ I. The spatial database SD is 
a collection of items and their coordinates. That is, SD = {(i1, Pi1

),(i2, Pi2 ), ··· ,(in, Pin )}. Two items, ip, iq ∈ I, are said to be 
neighbors to each other if Dist(ip, iq) ≤ maxDist

• A transaction ttid = (tid, ts, Y ), where tid ≥ 1 represents the 
transaction identifier, ts ∈ R+ represents the timestamp and Y 
⊆ I is a pattern. An (irregular) temporal database TDB is a 
collection of transactions. That is, TDB = {t1, t2, ··· , tm}, 1 ≤ m ≤ 
|TDB|.

• Let TSX = {tsX
tida , tsX

tidb , ··· , tsX
tidc }, tida, tidb, tidc ∈ (1, |TDB|), 

denote the set of all timestamps in which the pattern X has 
appeared in the database

• Let tsX
a and tsX

b denote two consecutive timestamps at which X 
has appeared in TDB. Time difference between tsX

a and tsX
b is 

defined as an inter-arrival time of X, and denoted as iatX
p

• Period-Support : Let Â ⊆ IATs denote the set of all interesting 
inter-arrival times of s in S. That is, if there exists iats

k ∈
IATs : iats

k ≤ maxIAT, then iats
k∈ Â .The period-support of s is 

the number of periodic occurrences of s.That is period-
support(s) = |Â|.

• Partial periodic spatial pattern: A spatial pattern X is said to be a partial 
periodic spatial pattern if its period-support is no less than the user-
specified minimum period-support (minPS). That is, X is a partial 
periodic spatial pattern if PS(X) ≥ minPS and max(Dist(ip, iq|∀ip, iq ∈ X)) ≤ 
maxDist.




